
HEALTHY vs. UNHEALTHY
RELATIONSHIPS



Relationship Scenario’s – instructions…

There are 4 signs hanging in each corner of the room 

numbered 1-4.  We will read 7 different scenario’s and for 

each scenario there will be 4 options – you will make a 

decision about each scenario and move to the corner of the 

room that indicates your choice.  

This is an OPINION question – there is no right/wrong 

answer.  After you have selected your choice we will discuss 

reasons why you chosen that option.



Scenario 1

Lisa—“I cheated on my boyfriend because the relationship had become so 

predictable and I needed some excitement.  He never found out and I’m 

not sure if I should tell him.”

Choice 1—Come clean and tell your boyfriend the truth.

Choice 2—Tell him you’re bored and try to improve your relationship.

Choice 3—Do nothing, what he doesn’t know can’t hurt him.

Choice 4—Break up—face it, it’s over.



Scenario 2

Amy—“My best friends has been starting to date this much older guy, 

she’s 15 and he’s like 21.  She says she likes him because he’s more 

mature than the boys our age, he buys her stuff and he has a car.  I know 

he’s been asking her to have sex with him.  I have a really bad feeling 

about this guy.  I don’t know if I should tell her what I think.”

Choice 1—Stay out of it, it’s none of your business.

Choice 2—You should tell her your concerns about him being so much 

older than her, she is your best friend.

Choice 3—What this guy is doing is illegal!  You should tell her parents.

Choice 4—Go straight to the guy and ask him what he wants with your 

friend.



Scenario 3
Max—“I’ve cheated on my girlfriend a few times, but they 

were mistakes.  She kind of knows about them but she never 

brings it up, so I guess it doesn’t bother her.  Lately I’ve 

been wondering if I should fess up about what I’ve done.”

Choice 1—Honesty is the best policy.  You should tell her.

Choice 2—Maybe she doesn’t want to know.  She could be 

cheating too.

Choice 3—Don’t tell, as long as you don’t ever do it again.

Choice 4—You’re obviously not happy in the relationship, 

break up.



Scenario 4
Melissa—“My friend Ashley has been having sex with her boyfriend, and 

I know they aren’t using birth control.  She told me she’s afraid to get on 

the pill because she doesn’t want to get fat and he doesn’t like condoms 

because they don’t feel as good.  They are doing the pull-out method.  I 

just learned in health class that the pull-out method is not very effective.  

Should I tell her she’s playing with fire?”

Choice 1—Tell her today!  She should also know she can get an STD that 

way.

Choice 2—The pull-out method is better than nothing, don’t say anything.

Choice 3—So what if she gets pregnant, it would be fun to have a baby 

around.

Choice 4—Tell her, and tell her you also learned that the pill doesn’t 

make you fat.  Take her to the nearest clinic.



Scenario 5
Monique—“My best friend has been dating this guy Jason 

and she thinks she is in love with him.  He’s such a player 

and I saw him kissing another girl at the movies.  I’m not 

sure if I should tell my friend since she really likes him.”

Choice 1—Don’t tell, it’s not your business

Choice 2—Definitely tell her, she needs to know he’s playing 

around.

Choice 3—Talk to Jason and demand that he confess to your 

friend.

Choice 4—Try and hint to your friend with being direct about 

it.



Scenario 6
Robin—“I just started seeing Matt, who is such a sweetie.  

Now Lee, this hottie I’ve had a crush on all year, is totally 

into me.  I wanna hook up with Lee this weekend, but I don’t 

want to hurt Matt.”

Choice 1—Hook up with Lee, you’re not that serious with 

Matt anyway.

Choice 2—Talk to Matt about ending things.

Choice 3—Tell Lee you’re interested, but taken.

Choice 4—Stay true to Matt, don’t hook up with Lee.



Scenario 7
Dwight—“Me and my girl have been together for almost a whole year.  I 

really love her and know she’s the one for me.  Her parents are really 

strict though, so we don’t get much alone time.  Recently this girl in my 

class, who is hot for me, started IMing me.  We started emailing all these 

sexual things to each other, like positions and things that turn us on, but 

we’ve never kissed or anything.  Now I’m worried that my girl will find 

out and get really mad.”

Choice 1—Come clean with your girlfriend, you need to be up front with her.

Choice 2—Stop emailing this girl but don’t tell your girlfriend.  It will just upset 

her.

Choice 3—If your girlfriend won’t find out, what’s the harm of a little email?

Choice 4—Your girlfriend’s not giving you what you need, you should tell her 

you need more or else you’re going to move on.



Evaluating a Relationship  Answer each question by circling yes or no.
1.  Do you feel that the other person in this relationship does not understand you? YES / NO

2.  Are you able to speak freely to him or her about things that bother you? YES / NO

3.  Do you take a genuine interest in each other’s lives? YES / NO

4.  Do both of you pursue individual interests? YES / NO

5.  Is this relationship the only important relationship in your life? YES / NO

6.  Do you believe that you are a worthwhile person outside of this relationship? YES / NO

7.  Do you expect this person to meet all of your emotional or physical needs? YES / NO

8.  Is your relationship often threatened by others? YES / NO

9.  Can you be yourself in this relationship? YES / NO

10.  Are you uncomfortable sharing your feelings with this person? YES / NO

11.  Do you both work to improve the relationship? YES / NO

12.  Do you feel good about yourself? YES / NO

13.  Do you feel you have become a better person because of this relationship? YES / NO

14.  Can you both accept changes in roles and feelings within the relationship? YES / NO



Score:

1 point if you answered ‘YES’ to questions:

2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14

1 point if you answered ‘NO’ to questions:

1, 5, 7, 8 and 10



1-3: There are few constructive elements in this relationship.  You 

may want to think about your reasons for continuing the 

relationship, or work toward improving it.  

4-6: This relationship has problems that might be resolved by 

working on honesty and communication

7-10: There is the basis for a good relationship.  Focus on the 

positive elements and work on improving the destructive ones.

10-14:  You’re doing well and have what it takes to build a 

successful and satisfying relationship.



Evaluating A Relationship

After completion of scoring the evaluation, 

answer the questions at the bottom of the 

page.

The strengths of this relationship are:

The weaknesses of this relationship are:

I am most proud of the way we have:

We could improve our relationship by:

At this point get into groups of 3-4 in order to answer the 

following questions…



At this point, break into groups 

of 3-4 students and discuss…

Is it possible for a bad relationship to 

improve?

What does it take to make a relationship 

better?





How Healthy is Your Relationship?

Think of an important relationship (boy/girlfriend, or best friend) in 
your life, then answer to yourself “YES” or “NO” about the 

following statements as they refer to your relationship.
Be honest to yourself with your answers.  No one will know what 

you’re thinking.

1. I am incomplete without my boy/girlfriend (or best friend).
2. I can freely express what I think to my boy/girlfriend (or best 

friend).
3. I can change the things about my boy/girlfriend (or best friend) that 

I don’t like.
4. Our relationship will never change.
5. I am willing to do anything for my boy/girlfriend (or best friend).
6. I have other important relationships in my life besides by 

boy/girlfriend (or best friend).



Healthy Answers:
1. I am incomplete without my partner (or friend). NO

2. I can freely express what I think to my partner (or friend). YES

3. I can change the things about my partner (or friend) that I don’t 
like. NO

4. Our relationship will never change. NO

5. I am willing to do anything for my partner (or friend). NO

6. I have other important relationships in my life. YES

• The more “right answers” you have, the healthier your relationship 
is.

• If you had “wrong” answers, why could this be unhealthy for your 
relationship?  Let’s look at the questions…



Analyzing Relationships

HEALTHY

• List characteristics of a healthy relationship:

– Each partner feels complete

– Both partners accepts the other

– Both partners recognize and appreciate change

– Each partner establishes limits based on personal 
standards

– There is a balance between togetherness (we) and 
separateness (I)



Analyzing Relationships

UNHEALTHY

• List characteristics of an unhealthy relationship:

– Dependency

– Jealousy

– Control

– Selfishness

– Abuse



WARNING SIGNS OF A UNHEALTHY 
RELATIONSHIP:

POOR COMMUNICATION

UNRESOLVED CONFLICTS

INSUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF TIME TOGETHER

EMOTIONAL AND/OR PHYSICAL ABUSE



UNHEALTHY vs. ABUSIVE???
Answer these questions about an important relationship in your life.  If you 

answer “yes” to at least one of these questions, your relationship could be 
abusive.

1. Are you afraid of making your boy/girlfriend (or best 
friend) angry?

2. Are you afraid to disagree with your boy/girlfriend
(or best friend)?

3. Do you need “permission” to do things or go places 
without your boy/girlfriend (or best friend)?  This 
includes calling them to make sure it’s “okay”.

4. Are you afraid your boy/girlfriend (or best friend) 
will hurt you or something you care about?

5. Are you afraid to end your relationship with your 
boy/girlfriend (or best friend)?



How can you tell if a relationship 
might turn from unhealthy to 

ABUSIVE?

Here are 6 RED FLAGS :



Here are 6 RED FLAGS
Does the person:

• constantly criticize you, your intelligence, 
and/or your self-worth?

• act really jealous of you, especially when 
other people try to talk to you?

• make threats against you or someone you 
care about?

• try to keep you from having any friends, 
especially friends they might see as 
potential romantic competition?

• have problems controlling their temper –
even if it’s not directed at you?

• insist that you do something sexual that 
you don’t want to do, even when you 
have told them, “NO.”



So, if your relationship is 
UNHEALTHY or ABUSIVE,

what should you do?



ENDING A RELATIONSHIP IN A HEALTHY WAY:

• Make the decision to end the relationship.

• Choose the time & place.
– What would be a good time or place?

– How would the time & place change if you think 
they’ll be upset?

• Explain the reason to them.

• Prepare for uncomfortable feelings.

• Get support from others.



Healthy Relationship Wheel
As we go through the components of the wheel, let’s talk about why 

these factors are crucial to making a healthy relationship...

Negotiation
&

Compromise

Accountability
Trust

Respect

Support
&

Affirmation

Safety

Honesty

Partnership
&

Commitment

Equality
&

Freedom

Intimacy &
Open

Communication



These seem like pretty clear 
signs, right? Well, not always.

Often, abusive people disguise 
their abuse in flattery and 
love, at least in the beginning. 



Think about it. Your honey gets a little 
jealous when someone else flirts with you. 

That’s flattering, right?

But, how do you know when that jealousy 
becomes a symptom of an unhealthy or 
abusive relationship? 

It might start out feeling harmless, but then 
escalates to the point where it’s 
unhealthy.



Abusive people can also be very subtle when they 
isolate you from friends and family. You might 
not even notice it’s happening. 

They just say things like, “Let’s go do something, 
just the two of us.” Or, “I just want to spend 
time with you.”

You may not even realize that your friends have 
slipped out of the picture. And then, when the 
trouble begins, there’s no one there to turn to 
for help or support. 

The abusive person has isolated you and made 
you more dependent on them. That’s the 
whole idea.


